Abstract. In this article, we study the geometric realizations of m-cluster categories of Dynkin types A, D,Ã andD. We show, in those four cases, that there is a bijection between (m + 2)-angulations and isoclasses of basic m-cluster tilting objects. Under these bijections, flips of (m+2)-angulations correspond to mutations of m-cluster tilting objects. Our strategy consists in showing that certain Iyama-Yoshino reductions of the m-cluster categories under consideration can be described in terms of cutting along an arc the corresponding geometric realizations. This allows to infer results from small cases to the general ones.
Introduction
In the early 2000's, Fomin and Zelevinsky in [FZ02] invented cluster algebras in order to give a combinatorial framework to the study of canonical bases. Later, it has been proved that cluster algebras have many connections with Calabu-Yau algebras, integrable systems, Poisson geometry and quiver representations. In order to categorify this notion, Buan, Marsh, Reineke, Reiten and Todorov in [BMR + 06] (and Caldero, Chapoton, Schiffler in case A n in [CCS06] ) invented cluster categories. This allowed to categorify mutations in cluster algebras by using tilting theory. For a gentle introduction to cluster categories, see the article of Keller, [Kel11] .
The cluster category is defined as follows. Let K be a field, Q be an acyclic quiver, and D b (KQ) the bounded derived category of Q. The cluster category is the orbit of D b (KQ) under the functor τ −1 [1] , where τ is the Auslander-Reiten translation and [1] is the shift. Keller showed in [Kel05] that the cluster category is triangulated, with shift functor [1] . In fact, he proved that, for nice enough endofunctors, the orbit category of a derived category was triangulated. This led to the higher cluster category: the category
Thomas in [Tho07] defined them properly, and showed that they played the same role as cluster categories, but with respect to m-clusters (defined by Fomin and Reading in [FR05] . Later, Wraalsen and Zhou/Zhu in [Wr a09] and [ZZ09] showed that many properties of cluster categories could be generalized to higher cluster categories. For example, they showed that any m-rigid object X having n−1 nonisomorphic indecomposable summands has exactly m + 1 complements (it means nonisomorphic indecomposable objects Y such that X Y is an m-cluster-tilting object).
For some specific classes of quivers, it is sometimes possible to construct geometric realizations of (higher) cluster categories. This was done by Caldero, Chapoton and Schiffler in case A n for cluster categories. Schiffler in [Sch08] found it for case D n for cluster categories, and Baur and Marsh generalized both results to higher cluster categories in [BM08] and [BM07] . In these cases, the Auslander-Reiten quiver of the higher cluster category can be realized as a connected component of a category geometrically built.
Unfortunately, this cannot happen in Euclidean cases, which are representation-infinite. It means that the Auslander-Reiten quiver of the higher cluster category is infinite, and composed of three main parts, which repeat many times. Torkildsen in [Tor12] treated caseÃ, and Baur and Torkildsen in [TB15] gave a complete geometric realization of casẽ A.
This paper is aimed to give further results on all realization of higher cluster categories. Indeed, we are going to show that there is a bijection between well-defined (m + 2)-angulations, and the m-cluster-tilting objects in the higher cluster category. We also show that cutting along an arc correspond to applying the Iyama-Yoshino reduction. Note that this has been done by Marsh and Palu in [MP14] for the case of cluster categories on marked surfaces (the realization was invented by Fomin, Schapiro and Thruston in [FST08] ), but not yet for higher cluster categories.
This paper is organized as follows.
In section 1, we recall some important notions on higher cluster categories, mutation of m-rigid objects and colored quivers.
Section 2 is a survey of all the geometric descriptions of types A, D,Ã andD, with a slight modification on type D. We also see the bijection between m-rigid objects and m-diagonals.
In section 3, we show in each type of quiver that, if two arcs cross each other, then there exists a nonzero extension between the associated m-rigid objects.
Finally in section 4 we show the compatibility between mutations of m-cluster-tilting objects and flips of (m + 2)-angulations. We also define the so-called bijections.
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Preliminaires
Notations: Throughout this paper, we fix a field K and an acyclic finite quiver Q. In the remaining of the paper, n and m are integers, where n is the number of vertices of Q, n ≥ 4.
If A is an object in a category C, A ⊥ is the class of all objects X such that Ext i C (X, A) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, · · · , m}.
The category mod(KQ) is the category of finitely generated right modules over the path algebra KQ. The letter τ stands for the Auslander-Reiten translation. We write If Q is an acyclic quiver, let D b (KQ) be the bounded derived category of the category mod KQ. The category C Q is the orbit category (in the sense of Keller in [Kel05] ) of the derived category under the functor τ −1 [1] .
Cluster categories give a categorification of clusters in a cluster algebra in terms of tilting objects. To be precise, the cluster variables of the cluster algebra are in 1 − 1 correspondence with the rigid indecomposable objects in C Q , and the clusters are in 1 − 1 correspondence with the isoclasses of basic cluster-tilting objects in C Q .
It 
Again, the higher cluster category is Krull-Schmidt, (m + 1)-Calabi-Yau, and triangulated.
Let T be an object in the category C m Q . Then T is m-clustertilting when we have the following equivalence:
It is known from Zhu in [Zhu08] , that T is an m-cluster-tilting object if and only if T has n indecomposable direct summands (up to isomorphism) and is m-rigid. So, for T = T i an m-cluster-tilting object, where each T i is indecomposable, let us define the almost complete m-rigid object T = T /T k (where T k is an indecomposable summand of T ). There are, up to isomorphism, m + 1 complements of the almost m-cluster-tilting object T , denoted by T (c) k , for c ∈ {0, · · · , m}. Iyama and Yoshino in [IY08] showed the following theorem: Theorem 1.3. There are m + 1 exchange triangles:
Where the objects B (c) k are in addT , the morphisms f
) are minimal left (respectively right) addT -approximations, hence, not split monomorphisms nor split epimorphisms.
Mutation of colored quivers.
In this section, we let T be an m-cluster-tilting object in C m Q , and we let T ′ be an m-cluster-tilting object which is obtained by mutation of T . Unfortunately, if Q T is the Gabriel quiver associated with T , there does not exist any quiver mutation µ such that Q T ′ = µ(Q T ). Then, to remedy this lack, Buan and Thomas in [BT09] built a new quiver from T , which is called as the colored quiver associated with T .
Definition 1.4. [BT09]
Given two positive integers n and m, a colored quiver consists of the data of a quiver Q = (Q 0 , Q 1 , s, t) and of an application c : Q 1 → {1, · · · , m} which associates with an arrow its color. Let q (c) ij be the number of arrows from i to j of color c. If there is an arrow from i to j of color c, then we write i
We require our colored quivers to satisfy the following conditions:
The operation we are about to define is an involution called the mutation of a colored quiver at a vertex.
Definition 1.5.
[BT09] Let Q be a colored quiver, and let k be a vertex of Q. We define the new quiver µ k (Q) with the same vertices, and the new number of arrowsq (c) ij given by:
The authors Buan and Thomas showed in [BT09] that mutating a colored quiver in this way is equivalent to the following procedure: G G j , subtract 1 to the color c. We recall that there are exchange triangles
With any m-cluster-tilting object T in the m-cluster category, we associate a corresponding colored quiver Q T as follows:
(1) The vertices of Q T are the integers from 1 to n where n is the number of indecomposable summands of T . (2) The number q (c) ij is the multiplicity of T j in B (c) i in the exchange triangle (1). We now state the main theorem about colored quivers and m-cluster-tilting objects a proof of which can be found in [BT09] :
be mcluster-tilting objects, where there is an exchange triangle
Remark 1.7. In particular, the colored quiver Q T ′ only depends on the colored quiver Q T . Remark 1.10. In his paper [Kel05] , Keller has shown that orbit categories are also algebraic.
Geometric realizations
In this section, we recall the geometric realization of the m-cluster category of a quiver of type A n , for an integer n, after Baur and Marsh [BM08] .
Let Q be a quiver of type A n , with n vertices, and let C m Q be the m-cluster category associated with Q. Let P be a polygon with nm + 2 sides, numbered clockwise.
Definition 2.1. An m-diagonal α from the vertex i to j = i in P is a diagonal of P linking i and j such that α cuts the figure into two polygons, one with km + 2 sides, for some k ∈ N and one with lm + 2 sides, for some l ∈ N.
In figure 1 we draw an example of an m-diagonal. We can introduce the initial (m + 2)-angulation, that we will use later. All its mdiagonals have one end at the same vertex 1 (see figure 3) . Let (a ′ , a) (respectively (b, b ′ )) be the side of the (m + 2)-angle ending at a (respectively at b ′ ) consecutive to a clockwise (respectively preceding b). Then the twist of α, namely
Definition 2.5. Consider ∆ an (m + 2)-angulation. Let α be an arc in ∆. The flip of the (m + 2)-angulation at α is defined by µ α ∆ = ∆ \ {α} ∪ {α * } where α * is given by κ ∆ (α), the twist of α.
Remark 2.6.
(1) Note that the twist has an inverse, which consists in moving the arc counterclockwise. Then the flip is also invertible. Proof. Let ∆ be an (m + 2)-angulation. We show that we can reach the initial (m + 2)-angulation by applying a sequence of flips.
If one of the arc has one end at vertex 1, then is suffices to flip several times the neighbour arc in order to hang one end of it to vertex 1. We repeat the operation until all arcs are hung to vertex 1. This leads exactly to the initial (m + 2)-angulation. If no arc has one end hung to vertex 1, then consider the (m + 2)-gon containing the vertex 1. Flip one arc of this polygon as many times as necessary in order to hang it at vertex 1.
Corollary 2.8. [Tza06] With this lemma and the fact that the flip does not change the number of m-diagonals in an (m+2)-angulation, we notice that all the (m+2)-angulations contain exactly n m-diagonals.
Note that if Λ is a set of noncrossing m-diagonals, it can be completed in order to form an (m + 2)-angulation.
We now associate a colored quiver with an (m + 2)-angulation.
Definition 2.9. Let ∆ be an (m + 2)-angulation. We define the colored quiver Q ∆ associated with ∆ in the following way:
(1) The vertices of Q ∆ are in bijection with the m-diagonals of ∆.
(2) If i and j form two sides of some (m + 2)-gon in ∆, then we draw an arrow from i to j and an arrow from j to i. The color of the corresponding arrow is the number of edges between both m-diagonals, counted clockwise from i (respectively from j).
Proposition 2.10. There is an equivalent definition: the vertices are similarly defined, and for i and j two vertices, and c an integer,
and j share a counterclockwise oriented angle 0 otherwise.
Proof. We only have to show that the arrows are the same. If i and j form two sides of the polygon, with a color c, it means that if we apply the twist to i, then there will be c − 1 edges between κ ∆ (i) and j. Then if we apply the twist c times, there will be no edge between κ c ∆ (i) and j, and they will share an oriented angle. On the other hand, if κ c ∆ (i) and j share an oriented angle, it suffices to apply the inverse of the twist c times to make sure that i and j form two sides of a polygon, and that there are c edges between i and j. This only works if c ≤ m. If c > m, then apply this method to the other end of i.
Lemma 2.11. The quiver fulfils the conditions asked for colored quivers in the article of Buan and Thomas [BT09] . In particular it is symmetric.
Proof. By definition, the quiver contains no loops (it means, no arrows from i to i).
The condition of monochromaticity is respected since two arcs can only share one polygon.
If there is an arrow from i to j of color c, it means that i and j share two sides of a triangle. If we count from i to j, there are c edges between them. But if we count from j to i, as we deal with (m + 2)-angles, it means that from j to i there are m − c edges. So there is an arrow from j to i of color m − c. Then the symmetry is respected.
We remark that we have the compatibility between the mutation of a colored quiver in the sense of Buan and Thomas, and the flip of an (m + 2)-angulation. Proof. This is immediate given the previous proposition.
Baur and Marsh in [BM08, Theorem 5.6] have shown that a category geometrically built from these m-diagonals is equivalent to the m-cluster category. In the next section, we will go further and show that cutting along an arc corresponds to the Iyama-Yoshino reduction, as Marsh and Palu showed it for the general case of Riemann surfaces for m = 1.
We also have the following theorem:
There is an explicit bijection between the m-diagonals without any self-crossing and the m-rigid objects of the m-cluster category.
This bijection is found in the following way: Buan and Marsh build a quiver from m-diagonals, which is aimed to be isomorphic to the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q.
Remark 2.14. We notice that if we only draw the arrows of color 0, then we find the Gabriel quiver of the endomorphism algebra of the m-cluster-tilting object associated with the (m + 2)-angulation.
Case D. [BM07]
In this case, treated by Baur and Marsh in [BM07], we use a slightly different geometric realization, in order to simplify the notion of flip of an (m + 2)-angulation. Baur and Marsh use a polygon with nm − m + 1 sides with a punction inside of it. We replace the puntion by an (m − 1)-gon with, on each vertex of it, a disc. The realization is the same as the one ofD (see [JM] ), but with only one polygon inside ot it. The arcs are defined in the same way, and this respects the article of Baur and Marsh, since we have an evident bijection between the arcs of Baur and Marsh, and the ones we defined as in caseD in [JM] .
, Theorem 3.6). There is an explicit bijection between the mdiagonals without any self-crossing and the m-rigid objects of the m-cluster category.
Here again, Buan and Marsh build a quiver from m-diagonals, which is aimed to be isomorphic to the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q.
The geometric description of caseÃ has been completely treated by Torkildsen in [Tor12] . We recal part of his description.
Let m be an integer. Let Q be a quiver of typeÃ n , with p arrows going one direction, and q arrows going the other. Let P be a regular mp-gon, with a regular mq-gon inside of it. In the following, we give the example with p = 4 and q = 3, for m = 2. We number the vertices of the outer polygon O 1 , · · · , O mp−1 and the vertices of the inner polygon
There are three types of m-diagonals:
• A path from a vertex of the outer polygon to a vertex of the inner polygon • A path from O i to O i+km+2 , where i + km + 2 ≥ 1, is counted modulo pm + 1 and i ∈ {1, · · · , pm + 1} homotopic to the boundary path of the outer polygon. • A path from I i to I i+m−1 for some i and some k ≥ 3 homotopic to the boundary path of the inner polygon. With an (m + 2)-angulation, we can associate a colored quiver defined in this way:
Definition 2.17. Let ∆ be an (m + 2)-angulation. Let Q ∆ be the quiver defined as follows:
• The vertices are the m-diagonals
• There is an arrow from i to j if i and j bound a common (m + 2)-angle.
• The color of the arrow is the number of edges between i and j counted from i counterclockwise.
Then, Torkildsen in [Tor12] defined the mutation of an (m + 2)-angulation: In the following article, Torkildsen builds an equivalence of categories and shows the following result:
There is an explicit bijection between the mdiagonals (called "diagonals" in his article) without any self-crossing and the m-rigid indecomposable objects of the m-cluster category.
2.4.
CaseD. This case has been treated in [JM] . We give some quick explanations here:
Let P be an (n − 2)m-gon with two central (m − 1)-gons R and S inside of it (cf figure 6). We replace each vertex of R and S by a disk, which we henceforth call a thick vertex. If m = 1, then we consider an (n − 2)-gon with two disks inside of it. (1) If i = j: the homotopy classes of arcs crossing the space between both central polygons and cutting the figure into a km + 1-gon and a k ′ m + 1-gon, for some k and k ′ . In this case, it is said that the class is of type 1. In a similar way to that of Torkildsen, we define the flip of an (m + 2)-angulation, and build a colored quiver associated with an (m + 2)-angulation. We show the following result:
Theorem 2.23. Let ∆ be any (m+2)-angulation. Let Q ∆ be the colored quiver associated with the (m + 2)-angulation ∆. If ∆ k is the new (m + 2)-angulation flipped at k from ∆, then the colored quiver Q ∆ k associated with ∆ k is the mutation at vertex k of the colored quiver Q ∆ .
Then we show that there are some common points between the higher cluster category and a geometrically built category. More precisely, we build a category from these mdiagonals which is equivalent to a subcategory of the higher cluster category. We explicit all m-diagonals in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of C m Q , where Q is a quiver of typeD n . We also show the following theorem:
Theorem 2.24 ( [JM] ). There is an explicit bijection between the m-diagonals without any self-crossing and the m-rigid indecomposable objects of the m-cluster category.
From now and all throughout the paper, we fix such a bijection.
Noncrossing arcs and extensions
In this section, we are going to show in types A, D,Ã andD the following theorem :
Theorem 3.1. Let α and β be two arcs in the polygon P . Let X α and X β be the associated m-rigid objects. If ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, Ext i C (X α , X β ) = 0, then α and β do not cross each other. We nontheless include a proof as it illustrates the method that will be applied in types A andD.
Our strategy to prove this consists in showing that cutting along an arc corresponds to applying the Iyama-Yoshino reduction. But first, let us show a useful lemma: Lemma 3.3. Let C be a Hom-finite triangulated category with a Serre functor. Let X ∈ C an m-rigid object. Let Y be an object of C which belongs to X ⊥ . Suppose that C(Y, X) = 0 and for all i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, where k ≤ m, we have Ext 
be the exchange triangles as seen in the preliminaries. If we use the notations of the theorem, we have that
Let us take an add X -approximation of Y . Then we have the following triangle:
As the right morphism is zero, we have that
Let us once again take an add X -approximation of Y −i + 1 . Then we have
3.1. Cases A and D. We start by a useful lemma.
Definition 3.4. We call an m-diagonal α an m-ear, when α divides P into an m + 2-gon and an (n − 1)m + 2-gon for the A case (respectively (n − 1)m − m + 1-gon containing the interior polygon for case D).
Let Q be the quiver 1 → 2 → · · · → n or
Lemma 3.5. Let C be the m-cluster category of type A n (respectively D n ). Let α be an mear. Let X α be the m-rigid object associated with α.
Then, we have an equivalence of categories :
where Q/α is the quiver obtained from Q by removing α and all incident arrows.
Proof. This lemma is a consequence of theorem 1.8 of Keller and Reiten. Let us find an m-cluster-tilting object T in C ′ satisfying the assumptions of theorem 1.8, such that End(T ) ≃ KA n−1 (respectively End(T ) ≃ KD n−1 ). We recall that we choose the clockwise convention, it means that we draw the arrows of the quiver of an (m+2)-angulation clockwise. Moreover, we name by 1, the vertex of P which corresponds to the common vertex of the arcs of the first slice of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q (this ensures that 1 is a source in Q).
We know from the bijection between m-rigid objects and m-diagonals that the m-ear α corresponds to a translation of the first projective module P 1 up to some shift [j], for some j ≤ m. We may thus assume that X α = P 1 . Let T be the sum of all i in Q 0 for i = 1, viewed both as an object in C m Q and of C ′ . We have that End C ′ (T ) ≃ KA n−1 . Indeed, first, we have that End mod (T ) = KA n−1 (respectively KD n−1 ) because X α = P 1 and 1 is a source in Q. Then we show that this remains the same in the higher cluster category by drawing the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q. Applying the Iyama-Yoshino reduction does not change anything since no morphism is incident to α. Moreover, from Keller and Reiten in [KR08, Section 4], we have that ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m} Ext Before showing the next lemma, we are going to explicit the bijection {β does not cross α ↔ {β ∈ S/α} in cases A and D. For case A (respectively for case D), if β is an arc which does not cross α, then we can "cut along α" in order to have two new figures of type A (respectively one of type D and one of type A) and one of these contains the same arc as β, which we still call as β.
Lemma 3.6. Let P be an nm + 2-gon (respectively an mn − m + 1-gon) associated with a quiver Q of type A n (respectively D n ). Let α be an m-ear from i to j. Then cutting along α corresponds to applying the Iyama-Yoshino reduction of C m An (respectively C m Dn ) applied on X α . More precisely, let C be the m-cluster category associated with a quiver of type A n (respectively D n ), and let C ′ = U /X α , where X α is the m-rigid object associated with α, and U = {Y, Ext l C ( X α , Y ) = 0 ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , m}}. Let Q/α be the quiver Q where the vertex corresponding to α and all the incident arrows have been removed. The previous lemma tells us that we have the following result:
where the second is given by the Iyama-Yoshino reduction. The horizontal arrows are maps sending β to X β . The symbol S/α means the surface obtained from S by cutting along α. Up to homeomorphism, this does not depends on the choice of a representative of α.
Proof. It suffices to show that the arcs that cross α exactly correspond to the m-rigid which do not lie in U . Let us then take an m-diagonal β which cuts α (see figure 9 ). Let X β be the associated m-rigid object. Let us show that there exists k ∈ {1, · · · , m} such that Ext k C (X α , X β ) = 0. If we take β, an arc which does not cross α. As there is a bijection between the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q and the translation quiver built in [BM08] for case A and [BM07] for case D, the arc β corresponds to a unique object X β situated on the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q. Cutting the Auslander-Reiten quiver first, or the translation quiver built by Baur and Marsh first (and then associating X β with β on the new cut quiver) is the same. Thus, the diagram is commutative.
Remark 3.7. We need to note that the cases are symmetric.
). This means no matter which vertex we shift.
(1) In case A: we assume that α is the arc from 1 to m + 2 with no loss of generality.
In the Auslander-Reiten quiver of C, the m-rigid X α is situated at the bottom as we can see in the next picture where we identify an arc with the associated object in the higher cluster category. We give the name of the arcs by D 1j , where the arcs links 1 to j. Moreover, we draw the Hom-hammock in red.
If we draw the corresponding arcs on the Auslander-Reiten quiver, we realize that the ones on the slice arising from X α (on the figure, P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5 ) have an extremity equal to 1. We note moreover that those are all arcs having 1 as an end. Then β[k] belongs to one of them.
It is also known that these modules exactly correspond to the ones which have a nonzero morphism from X α . Then Ext
In the Auslander-Reiten quiver of C, the m-rigid X α is situated at the bottom as we can see in the next picture. We name the diagonals by D ij in the same way as in A n case. Both particular diagonals are called B l 1 or B r 1 . We draw the figure for the case i = 1 for the sake of simplicity.
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The Hom-hammock starting at X α contains precisely those X γ 's for which γ contains vertex 1. Then β[k] belongs to one of them.
We have shown that cutting along an arc corresponds to the Iyama Yoshino reduction. Let us now prove theorem 3.1.
Proof of theorem 3.1. Let us suppose that α and β cross each other. If α is an m-ear, then the result is already shown.
Else, if we can shift β k < m times so that they have one common extremity, we prove in a similar way to that of previously, that β[k] is situated on the Hom-hammock of α, and then there is a nonzero extension from X α to X β . If we cannot shift β k < m times as needed, it means that we can draw an m-ear γ, which does not cross α neither β, and from the previous theorem, we cut along it. By induction, there is some k ∈ {1, · · · , m} such that Ext k C ′ (X α , X β ) = 0. From Iyama-Yoshino, we have that C(X, Y [i]) and C ′ (X, Y i ) are isomorphic and this finishes the proof of the theorem.
3.2. CaseÃ. In this subsection, we will use the same sketch of proof. Let us now define the notion of an m-ear: Definition 3.8. Let α be an m-diagonal. Then α is an m-ear if it lies in the outer or inner polygon, and links a vertex i to i + m + 1, and is homotopic to the boundary path (see figure 10 for an example of m-ear).
Lemma 3.9. Let C be the m-cluster category of typeÃ n . Let α be an m-diagonal which is either an m-ear or in the transjective component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver ofÃ n . Let X α be the m-rigid associated with α. Let U = {Y ∈ C, Ext i C (X α , Y ) = 0}. Let C ′ be the Iyama-Yoshino reduction of C: C ′ = U /(X α ). Then, we have an equivalence of categories :
Remark 3.10. We can show exactly the same results if α links two sides of the internal polygon, and is homotopic the the boundary of it. Let us begin by illustrating this fact with the Gabriel quivers. The mutation at vertex 1 leads to the following quiver:
Using the Iyama-Yoshino reduction at vertex 1 corresponds to forgetting this vertex and all incident arrows. By doing this, we are ensured to be reduced to a quiver of typẽ A n−1 :
Here again, we use the theorem of Keller and Reiten in [KR08] , as in type A and D. We have to find an m-cluster-tilting object T such that End C ′ (T ) ≃ KÃ n−1 , and ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}Ext
We know from Torkildsen (see figure 8 in [Tor12] ), that T corresponds summand by summand, to the (m + 2)-angulation made of all m-diagonals linking the external polygon to the internal one (see figure 11) Let T ′ be the mutation of T at P 1 the first preprojective module. Then T ′ = ⊕ i =1 P i ⊕X is also an m-cluster-tilting object. Let us show that τ X corresponds to the simple module at the base of the first tube (see figure 12 to visualize the mutation in terms of arcs). However, we do not know yet that the mutation of m-cluster tilting objects corresponds to the flip of (m + 2)-angulations. We have to show that τ X = S k , the simple module in k, which is situated at the bottom of the tube of size n − 2.
Let us find C(X[−1], T ). For all
Now we focus on C(X[−1], P k ). We have that C(X[−1], P k ) ≃ C(X, P k [1]) ≃ K from Iyama and Yoshino in [IY08] .
From the (m + 1)-Calabi-Yau property, we have
Then τ X ≃ S k and X = X α corresponds to the red arc, named α. Moreover, from the paper of Baur and Torkildsen, we can easily visualize the morphisms in the module category of typeÃ.
We have End C ′ (T ′ ) ≃ KÃ n−1 . Indeed, in the module category, End mod (T ′ ) ≃ KÃ n−1 , because, the objects of T ′ (apart from X α ) are on the projective slice of the AuslanderReiten quiver of Q. Thus there is no relation. If any morphism f : T ′ → T ′ factorizes through P k , then f = uv where T ′ u G G P k v G G T ′ and this is impossible given that there is no morphism from a regular module to a preprojective one. Now we show this for the higher cluster category. We have the following decomposition of morphisms (G is the functor τ −1 [m]):
If m = 1, the result is already known, because if X is a preprojective object and Y a regular one, then Ext C (X, Y ) = 0.
If not, we use the decomposition just above. For i ≥ 1, we have that
thanks to the duality. From the book [ASS06] , the algebra of a quiver of typeÃ is hereditary and then the extension Ext 2 D b (T, T ) = 0. Then, for i ≥ 1, all the terms of the sum are zero. Then
Applying the Iyama-Yoshino reduction does not change anything since in the higher cluster category, there is no morphism incident to α.
It finally remains to prove that Ext 
Then, there exists g :
As U is only composed with projectives which are not P k , this shows that g = 0. Then f = 0.
For i = 1, the composition P j → X α [−1] → P k is zero because there is no morphism from tubular objects to preprojective objects. Then there exists g such as previously, but the composition with U [−i] → X α [−i] is zero for the same reason. Then f = 0. This shows that Ext
We now have gathered all the information in order to apply the theorem of Keller and Reiten, and we have that C ′ ≃ C m Q/α . Else, if α corresponds to a transjective module, we proceed in the same way, we have that Ext −i C (T ′ , T ′ ) = 0 from Keller and Reiten [KR08, Lemma 4.1], and we can apply Keller-Reiten theorem. In details, let T be the m-cluster-tilting object corresponding to a slice of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q (see the article of Baur and Torkildsen [TB15] for details). Then as there is an isomorphism between the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q (except the homogeneous tubes) and the translation quiver Γ built by Baur and Torkildsen in [TB15, Proposition 3.7], the morphisms in the module category from T to T (where T is a slice of the Auslander-Reiten quiver) correspond to a quiver of type A n−1 . Then we have End mod (T ) ≃ KA n−1 .
Lemma 3.11. Let α be an m-ear. Then cutting along α corresponds to applying the Iyama-Yoshino reduction. More precisely, the application which, with an indecomposable rigid object of the higher cluster category, associates an m-diagonal, induces a map {rigid indecomposable modules of U } → {m-diagonals which do not cross α}.
Remark 3.12. We need to note that the cases are symmetric. Indeed, to shift β k times in order to find a morphism from α to β[k] is the same as to shift α k times, which gives a morphism from α to β[m + 1 − k] thanks to the (m + 1)-Calabi-Yau property. This means, we do not care about which vertex we shift.
Proof. Here, as in cases A and D, it suffices to show that, if β is an m-diagonal crossing α, then we can find a morphism from X α to X β [k], for some k ∈ {1, · · · , m}.
By the geometric realization of Torkildsen in [Tor12] , the m-diagonal α is situated at the bottom of the first tube. As β crosses α, we can shift it k < m times so that one extremity of β is in common with one of α. There are two cases:
First case: β corresponds to an m-rigid in a tube. Then, by the proof of Proposition 7.2 in [Tor12] , there exists a nonzero morphism from X α to X β [k] (see figure 13 of the article for a clear picture of this map).
Second case: β corresponds to a preinjective arc. Then, by the paragraph 4.1 of the article written by Baur and Torkildsen [TB15] , as α and β[k] share an oriented angle, there is a so-called "long move", hence a nonzero morphism in the module category from
In any case, we have found a nonzero morphism in the higher cluster category from X α to X β [k] . Then the arcs which cross α exactly correspond to the rigid which do not lie in U . Then the Iyama-Yoshino reduction corresponds to cutting along an arc.
We are now able to prove theorem 3.1:
Proof of theorem 3.1. If α and β are two crossing m-diagonals in the geometric realization of a quiver of typeÃ (an external polygon P with p sides together with an internal polygon R with q sides). There are two cases:
(1) First case: The m-diagonal α links two vertices of P , and is homotopic to the boundary path (or in the same way, α lies in the inner polygon). If α is an m-ear, then the result is shown. Else:
-If it is impossible to draw an m-ear between both extremity of α without crossing β, then it means that α is an m-ear, and the result is shown. It suffices to count the vertices to make sure of it: if α is not an m-ear, it cuts the polygon into a u-gon, with u ≥ 2m + 2. Then, at one side of β, there is at least m + 1 free vertices, where we can draw an m-ear.
-Else we can draw an m-ear γ between an extremity of α and an extremity of β, then it suffices to cut along γ and repeat the operation as many times as necessary, in order to reduce to the previous case.
See figure 13 for an illustration. instance that β is homotopic to the boundary path of the external polygon). Then, we use the same type of argument.
-If we cannot draw an m-ear lying inside the extremities of β which does not cross α, then it suffices to shift β k < m times in order to hang one extremity of β to one extremity of α. This corresponds to a long move, then to a morphism in the module category in the sense of Baur and Torkildsen in [TB15] .
-Else, we cut along this m-ear, and repeat the operation as many times as necessary to reduce to the first case. (b) If β is a transjective arc.
-If we can shift β k < m times in order to hang one extremity of β to one extremity of α, then both arcs α and β[k] belong to the same slice in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q. We can show that there exists a morphism in the module category from X α to X β [k] with the article of Baur and Torkildsen [TB15, Paragraphs 3.3 and 3.4].
-Else, there exists an m-ear γ which does not cross α nor β. It suffices to cut along γ and repeat as many times as necessary in order to reduce to the previous case.
3.3. CaseD.
Definition 3.13. Let P be a polygon with (n − 2)m sides with two m − 1-gons inside of it, associated with a quiver of typeD n . Then, an m-ear is an m-diagonal linking a vertex i to the vertex i + m + 1 homotopic to the boundary of P .
Lemma 3.14. Let P be a polygon with (n − 2)m sides associated with a quiver Q of typeD n and let α be an m-ear. Then the Iyama-Yoshino reduction of C m Dn applied on X α corresponds to cutting along α. More precisely, let C be the m-cluster category associated with a quiver of typeD n , and let C ′ = U /X α , where X α is the m-rigid object associated with α, and U = {Y, Ext l C ( X α , Y ) = 0 ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , m}}. Let Q/α be the quiver Q where the vertex corresponding to α and all the incident arrows have been removed. Then we have the following result:
Let us begin by illustrating this fact with the Gabriel quivers. The mutation at vertex k leads to the following quiver:
From Iyama and Yoshino in [IY08] , we have an exchange triangle:
where Y ∈ add j =k P j . We mutate the object T as Wraalsen and Zhou, Zhu in [Wr a09] and [ZZ09] at P k in order to study the new m-cluster-tilting object
Let us first show that X corresponds to the arc α, which is the arc obtained by flipping the arc of type 1 corresponding to the vertex k of the Auslander-Reiten quiver (see figure  14) . Figure 14. We flip the arc corresponding to P k . The new arc is called by α.
We have to show that τ X = S k , the simple module in k, which is situated at the bottom of the tube of size n − 2 as we set in the previous section.
Let us find
) ≃ K from Iyama and Yoshino in [IY08] .
) ≃ DC(T, τ X) Then τ X ≃ S k and X = X α corresponds to the arc α. It now remains to check the hypotheses of Keller-Reiten's theorem. First, C ′ is a Hom-finite algebraic (m + 1)-Calabi-Yau category. The object T ′ is our candidate. It is still an m-cluster-tilting object. First of all, from [KR08, Lemma 4.1], the morphisms C(P j , P l [−i]) are zero for any j and l. Moreover, as X and X[−i] are not in the sale tube, we have C(X, X[−i]) = 0. In addition, C(X[−i], P j ) = 0 as there is no morphism from a regular object to a preprojective object. It now remains to show that C(P j , X[−i]) = 0 for any j = k and any i ∈ {1, · · · , m}. We then have the following diagram:
and we conclude in the same way as in typeÃ.
If i = 0, we remark that there can be no relations or factorizations in the slice taken, which means , we have that C(T, T ) ≃ KD n−1 (see illustration at the beginning of the proof), and this permits to apply Keller-Reiten's Theorem and finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.15. Let α be an m-ear. Then cutting along α corresponds to applying the Iyama-Yoshino reduction at X α . More precisely, the application which, with an indecomposable rigid object of the higher cluster category, associates an m-diagonal, induces a map {m-diagonals which do not cross α} → {rigid indecomposable modules of U }.
Proof. Here again, it suffices to show that, if β is an arc cutting α, then there exists some k ∈ {1, · · · , m} such that Ext k C (X α , X β ) = 0. Let β be an arc crossing α. Then we can shift β k < m times in order for both of them to share a common ending vertex a.
If β[k] is in a tube of size n − 2, then it is situated in the same tube as α, higher than it. Then there exists a morphism from
Else, β[k] is situated in the preinjective part of the Auslander-Reiten quiver. Whatever the type of β, is it in a slice of the preinjective part. Then it suffices to show that there is a morphism from X α to the head of this slice, it means in our orientation, to A 1 in the following quiver.
We note that β[k−1] is exactly the arc corresponding to τ −1 P l for an l ∈ {1, · · · , n+1}. We can prove the existence of a morphism in the module category from the simple regular X α to τ −1 P l for any l.
To draw an example, in case n = 7, let us give the dimension vectors of τ −1 P l , for each l: They are
In any case there is a morphism from the simple
to any of the τ −1 P l . We can have a deeper analyse in the article of Dlab and Ringel in [DR74] .
We now generalize this result to all arcs excepted the one in the tubes of size 2.
Lemma 3.16. Let P be a polygon with (n − 2)m sides associated with a quiver Q of typeD n and let α be an arc which corresponds to a regular module in a tube of size n − 2. Then α cuts the figure into a polygon T on the one hand and another figure of typeD ′ n for some n ′ < n on the other hand. Let α 1 , · · · , α k be arcs lying in T , such that, if we cut along α i , then α i+1 becomes an m-ear. Then the successive IyamaYoshino reduction of C m Dn applied on the X α i corresponds to cutting successively along the α i . More precisely, let C be the m-cluster category associated with a quiver of typẽ D n , and let C ′ = U / X α i , where X α i is the m-rigid object associated with α i , and
Let Q/α 1 , · · · , α n be the quiver Q where the vertex corresponding to α 1 , · · · , α n and all the incident arrows have been removed. Then we have the following result:
Proof. We have that α is an arc linking two different vertices i and j and α is homotopic to the boundary path.
If α is an m-ear, this is exactly the previous lemma. Else, it means that j > i + m + 1. Then there exists an m-ear from i to i + m + 1 which does not cut α. We use IyamaYoshino reduction in order to cut along this m-ear. We do this operation again as many times as necessary, to reduce n until α becomes an m-ear. We are ensured that the process stops since α cuts the polygon into a km-gon with both m − 1 gons inside of it on the first side, and into a km + 2-gon of type A on the other side. This shows the result if α is in a tube of size n − 2.
Lemma 3.17. Let P be a polygon with (n − 2)m sides associated with a quiver Q of typẽ D n and let α be an arc which is associated to an m-rigid object lying in the transjective component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of C m Q . Then the Iyama-Yoshino reduction of C m Dn applied on X α corresponds to cutting along α. More precisely, let C be the m-cluster category associated with a quiver of typeD n , and let C ′ = U /X α , where X α is the m-rigid object associated with α, and U = {Y, Ext l C ( X α , Y ) = 0 ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , m}}. Let Q/α be the quiver Q where the vertex corresponding to α and all the incident arrows have been removed. Then we have the following result:
Moreover, the following diagram is commutative.
{β does not cross α, β = α}
where the first vertical bijection is given in the way of Marsh and Palu in [MP14] , and the second is given by the Iyama-Yoshino reduction. The horizontal arrows are maps sending β to X β .
Proof. We have that α is an arc situated in the preprojective (or preinjective) part of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q. Then, we complete α into an (m+2)-angulation ⊕α i composed by the slice containing α in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q. Then all the arcs are preprojective (or preinjective), and we can use the theorem of Keller and Reiten in [KR08, Theorem 4.2]. Indeed, let T = ⊕X α i , where X α i corresponds to the arcs α i . We know that T is an m-clustertilting object (because, by applying τ several times if necessary, we go back to the first slice, which contains the projective modules, and is actually an m-cluster-tilting object).
Moreover, we can check that End C ′ (T ′ ) = KQ T ′ as in the previous lemma. Then we can apply the theorem of Keller and Reiten, and this shows the result.
Moreover, the diagram is commutative since the application β → X β is the same, no matter if we consider the surface S or the surface cut S/α (this applications does not depends on the type of the surface). Then the upper arrow is the same as the lower arrow.
We now state a technical lemma which helps us to find morphisms between two m-rigid objects.
Lemma 3.18. Let α and β be two m-diagonals. Suppose that there exists an (m + 2)-angulation ∆ which contains α and not β such that µ α (∆) contains β (it means that there exists ∆ such that β = κ i ∆ (α), for an i ∈ {1, · · · , m − 1}). Then Ext i C (X α , X β ) = 0 where X α (respectively X β ) is the m-rigid object associated with α (respectively β) thanks to the bijection between m-rigid objects and m-diagonals.
Proof. We number the arcs in ∆ and consider that α corresponds to k. We use CalabiYau reduction in order to prove the statement. Let us introduce C ′ = U / j =k X j , where 
From the previous lemma, we know that the Iyama-Yoshino reduction corresponds to cutting along an arc. We can suppose that ∆ does not contain any arc lying in a tube of size 2. In this way we have cut along all the arcs of the (m + 2)-angulation excepted α. Then, as β is the i-th twist of α, it becomes the i-th shift in the reduced category. From Iyama and Yoshino in [IY08] 
C (X α , X β ) = 0 (the first equivalence is due to the fact that 1 ≤ i ≤ m).
Before showing the main lemma of this section, we show that we can reduce to the caseD 4 . The following lemma show that we can reduce to cases where n ≤ 6, and the next remark treats cases n = 5 and n = 6. Lemma 3.19. Suppose that n > 6. Let α and β be two crossing arcs in the (n − 2)m-gon realizingD n . Then there exists at least (n − 4) m-ears which do not cut α neither β.
Proof. The case where α and β are of type one is the most difficult. The arcs cut the polygon P into 4 parts. If we cannot draw an m-ear between one of the parts, it means that the number of vertices strictly contained in a part is at most m − 1 in each part. Then the total number of vertices is at most 4(m − 1) + 4. Then (n − 2)m ≤ 4m this means n ≤ 6.
Remark 3.20. If n = 5 or n = 6, then the only case where we cannot reduce toD 4 is when α and β are of type 1. But at this moment there exists k < m such that α = β[k], then there exists a nonzero extension between α and β.
Lemma 3.21. Let α and β be two arcs in an (m + 2)-angulation ∆. Let X α and X β be their associated m-rigid object. If ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, Ext i C (X α , X β ) = 0, then α and β do not cross.
Proof. We recall that we are in the case where n = 4, it means that we study a 2m-gon We show that if α crosses β, then Ext i C (X α , X β ) = 0, for some i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Suppose that α and β cross. Then both arcs can be of different type. Let us sum up all the cases to treat in the following tabular: As we have seen previously, we only have to show the result forD 4 . Then P has 2m vertices.
Remark 3.22. We need to note that the cases are symmetric. Indeed, to shift β k times in order to find a morphism from α to β[k] is the same as to shift α k times, which gives a morphism from α to β[m + 1 − k] thanks to the (m + 1)-Calabi-Yau property.
First, we have to notice that cases 4,7,9 are already treated from lemmas 3.15 and 3.16.
Case 1: α and β are of type 1 (cf figure 15) . Let i and j be the closest vertices of the 2m-gon, where i is an end of α and j is an end of β.
We have either j ≤ i + m + 1 or i ≤ j + m + 1, then β can be shifted k < m times in order to hang to one extremity of α. Then α and β[k] share an oriented angle. As they are of type 1, and share an oriented angle, they are on the same slice of the AuslanderReiten quiver. Then, this is a nonzero composition of arrows. In this way, we have found a nonzero morphism from Σ k α to β. Then Ext
Case 2: α is of type 1 and β is of other type (cf figure 16) . This case is similar to that of the first one. It suffices to shift α k < m times in order to hang both arcs to the same vertex. Consequently, they do not cross a mesh in the Auslander-Reiten quiver. Then, there is a Hom-hammock from one to another. Then there is a nonzero extension from α to β. In this case, it is more difficult to see morphisms in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q because one arc is in the transjective component and the other is in a tube. Nonetheless, if we can find an (m + 2)-angulation where β is the i-th twist of α, then from lemma 3.18, there is an extension which is nonzero. We have to complete α to an (m + 2)-angulation containing this arc (see figure 19 ):
As β is the i-twist of α, then there exists i ∈ {1, · · · , m} such that Ext i C (X α , X β ) = 0. The case where α is in the tube and β is of type 1 is similar. We can move β k < m times in order to hang its end to α. Then the composition of elementary moves in figure 21 is not zero since it follows a slice of the Auslander-Reiten quiver (so do not cross a mesh).
Then there is a nonzero extension between α and β. Case 6: If we are in the situation of figure 22:
The same arguments as in case 3 lead to find an (m + 2)-angulation containing these arcs in figure 23 .
Here again, there exists a nonzero extension between X α and X β . The inverse case is similar. If they cross each other, it means that they are in the same tube. Then one is situated higher than the other and there exists a Hom-hammock between them.
In any case, we have shown that if α crosses β, then there exists k such that Ext k C (X α , X β ) = 0.
4.
Compatibility with the flip and bijection between m-cluster-tilting objects and (m + 2)-angulations
With theorem 3.1, we are able to define an (m+2)-angulation from an m-cluster-tilting object.
Definition 4.1. Let T = ⊕T i be an m-cluster-tilting object, and T i its m-rigid components. With each T i we associate α i the corresponding m-diagonal. We know that the α i do not cross each other from the previous section. Then the set {α i , i ∈ {1, · · · , m}} form a maximal set of noncrossing m-diagonals, then an (m + 2)-angulation, called ∆ T , the (m + 2)-angulation associated with T .
We first show the theorem of compatibility between the flip of an (m + 2)-angulation, and the mutation of an m-cluster-tilting object.
Theorem 4.2. Let ∆ be an (m + 2)-angulation. Let X be its associated object. Let µ i be the flip at the arc α i in ∆ as well as the mutation of the m-cluster-tilting object X at summand i. Then we have: Proof. Associating an (m + 2)-angulation with an m-cluster-tilting object in the natural way above is the same thing as associating an (m+2)-angulation with an m-cluster-tilting object in the following way:
Take X an m-cluster-tilting object. From Buan and Thomas in [BT09, Proposition 7.1], we can introduce f as a sequence of flip necessary to bring X to the sum of the projective modules P i . We associate with P i the initial (m + 2)-angulation, and flip back to ∆ X via the inverse sequence of flips.
From theorem 4.2, these two ways of defining an (m+2)-angulation from an m-clustertilting object are the same. Then we can show the result:
If α and β do not cross each other, we can complete them into an (m + 2)-angulation ∆. We associate with ∆ an m-cluster-tilting object by applying flips on ∆ as told at the beginning of this proof, and this shows that the associated object is m-cluster-tilting. Then ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, Ext i C (X α , X β ) = 0. Finally, we show the bijection between (m + 2)-angulations and m-cluster-tilting objects.
Theorem 4.4. The natural application from (m + 2)-angulations to m-cluster-tilting objects induces a bijection between these two notions.
Proof. By lemma 4.3, with an (m + 2)-angulation, we associate a unique m-cluster-tilting object. Therefore the application is well-defined. Let us call by Φ this function.
First, Φ is injective since, if we take X an m-cluster-tilting object, we can associate a unique (m + 2)-angulation. Indeed, X = X i , where the X i are m-rigid. With each summand X i , we associate the corresponding arc α i . By theorem 3.1, as the X i are mrigid, we know that the α i do not cross, and they are n + 1, so they form a maximal set of noncrossing arcs, thus an (m + 2)-angulation. It is uniquely defined. So Φ is injective.
Finally, we show that Φ is surjective. If X is an m-cluster-tilting object, then it exists f , a sequence of flips, such that f (X) = P i . Moreover, P i = Φ(∆ init ), then f (X) = Φ(∆ init ). Let g be the inverse sequence of flips of f . Then, X = g(Φ(∆ init )) and by theorem 4.2, X = Φ(g(∆ init )). This finishes to show the bijection between m-cluster-tilting objects and (m+2)-angulations.
We can summarize all the important properties between m-cluster-tilting objects, colored quivers, and (m + 2)-angulations in the following diagram:
(m + 2)-angulation ∆ Theorem 4.2 9 9 x xColored quiver Q ∆ Theorem 2.12Theorem 1.6 m-cluster-tilting object X ∆ g g o o
We now finish this section with a direct consequence of this diagram.
Theorem 4.5. Let ∆ be an (m + 2)-angulation. Let Q ∆ be the associated colored quiver. Let X ∆ be the m-cluster-tilting object associated with ∆, and let Q X ∆ be the quiver associated with X ∆ in the sense of Buan and Thomas in [BT09] . Then Q ∆ = Q X ∆ Note here that theorem 2.12 is a direct consequence of theorems 4.2 and 1.6.
